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 retrieval practice 

Which of the following sentences contain epizeuxis? Place a Por a O in 
the box next to each sentence. 
 
P The balloon rose up, up and away into the sky.  
O The ship sailed over the vast blue emptiness of the ocean. 
P The crowd clapped and clapped and clapped as the actors took the stage. 
O The grey clouds drifted across a grey sky above the grey slate rooftops. 
P Sam snuggled beneath the soft as soft blanket and drifted into sleep. 
P Jim walked from street to street, searching for his pet dog, Pebbles. 
O The dog barked at the postman, barked at the cat and barked at its own shadow. 
P The storm drew closer, closer, and closer to the town. 

 
Be prepared to explain your answers. 
 
 
 

The aim of retrieval practice is to have children practice recall previously learned 
knowledge. This strengthens children ability to remember the information subsequently. 
For retrieval practice to be effective is important that children attempt it independently. 
 

Have the retrieval practice sheet on desks as children enter the room. 
 

Explain that the children must place a tick in the box preceding each sentence if that 
sentence contains epizeuxis, and a cross in the box if it does not. Explain that they have 4 
minutes to complete the task. 

 

Do not explain the meaning of epizeuxis. 
 

As children complete the retrieval practice sheet, circulate, noting common 
misconceptions and and supporting children who are finding it difficult. The aim is to 
provide the minimal prompt possible to enable them to recall for themselves. For 
example if a child mostly has them correct and it is clear they understand epizeuxis, you 
might draw their attention to specific errors: Have a look at numbers 3 and 5 again. If it is clear 
that the child cannot correctly recall the meaning of epizeuxis you might provide a 
prompt to ascertain their thinking: Can you tell me what you think epizeuxis is? (This might 
prompt a correct recall). Or if this does not, you might briefly explain what epizeuxis is: 
Remember that epizeuxis is when we repeat words quickly one after another. 
 

When children have been prompted, have them switch to a different coloured pen, so 
that you can see what was completed prior to, and after, prompting. 
 

After four minutes, have all children switch to a different coloured pen and work through 
common misconceptions as a whole class. The correct answers are marked in red above. 
 

Common misconceptions might include: 
 

• misidentifying sentences 4 and 7 as epizeuxis as they repeat the words grey and 
barked respectively, but these are not epizeuxis as there are gaps of more than a 
single word between the repetitions 

• thinking that small words between repeitions are included in the epizeuxis: clapped 
and clapped; soft as soft; street to street; closer, closer and closer. 
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  the repetition of a word or phrase with other words between 

 
“He wore prim vested suits with neckties blocked primly against the collar buttons of his primly 
starched white shirts. He had a primly pointed jaw, a primly straight nose and a prim manner of 
speaking.” 

Russell Baker, Growing Up, 1982 
  

 
 

diacope      d i|a|c o|p e      

Explain that diacope is the repetition of a word or phrase with other words between.  
 

Read the example from Russell Baker’s Growing Up, drawing attention to the dicaope of 
the word prim in its two forms prim (adjective) and primly. 
 

Note that diacope can stretch across more than one sentence. In the above example 
the diaope spans two sentences. 
 

Draw attention to the similarity and difference between diacope and epizeuxis. The two 
techniques are similar as they are both techniques in which words are repeated, but 
different as the repetition in epizeuxis is immediate but in diacope there is several words 
between the repetition. 
  

 Diacope can be formed from individual words 
 

The dark woods were filled with dark shadows in the dark night. 
 

Diacope can be formed from variations of the same word. 
 

The hungry wolves stared hungrily at their prey with a deadly hunger in their eyes. 
 

Diacope can also be formed from short phrases. 
 

The deep, dark woods were filled with deep, dark shadows in the deep, dark night. 
 

Explain that diacope can be formed from the repetition of a single word, and read the 
sentence: 
 

The dark woods were filled with dark shadows in the dark night. 
 

Ask the children to underline word that is repeated to form diacope. Ensure that children 
have correctly identified the word dark. 
 

Explain that diacope can be formed from different forms of the same word. This will 
typically be achieved by using different suffixes. For example, we can add suffixes to the 
word dark to form darken, darkened, darkening, darker, darkest, darkling and darkly. Read the 
sentence: 

 

The hungry wolves stared hungrily at their prey with a deadly hunger in their eyes. 
  

Ask the children to underline the variations of the word that is repeated. Ensure that 
children have correctly identified hungry, hungrily and hunger. 
 

Explain that diacope can be formed from short phrases so that more than one word 
forms the diacope. Read the sentence: 
 

The deep, dark woods were filled with deep, dark shadows in the deep, dark night. 
 

Ask the children to underline the repeated phrases. Ensure that children have correctly 
underlined deep, dark. 
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Underline the words and phrases that form diacope in the following sentences. 
 

White snow fell from a white sky onto the white blanket of earth below. 
 

It crept silently along silent alleys, slipped across silent gardens and silently stole through open windows, 
leaving silence in its wake.  
 

The wind softly sang over the moors and softly sang through the heather. 
 

Jim never happy. His mouth never curled into a happy smile. There was never a happy twinkle in his eye. 
His thoughts were never happy thoughts and his dreams were never happy dreams. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Ask the children to underline the words and phrases that form diacope. The correct 
answers are marked in red below. 
 

White snow fell from a white sky onto the white blanket of earth below. 
 

In this sentence, the diacope is formed from the repetition of the word white. 
 

It crept silently along silent alleys, slipped across silent gardens and silently stole through open 
windows, leaving silence in its wake.  

 

In this sentence, the diacope is formed from variations of the same word: silent, silently and 
silence. 
 

The wind softly sang over the moors and softly sang through the heather. 
 

In this sentence, the diacope is formed from the repetition of the phrase softly sang. 
 

Jim was never happy. His mouth never curled into a happy smile. There was never a happy 
twinkle in his eye. His thoughts and dreams were never filled with happiness. 

 

In this sentence, there are two examples of diacope. The first  is formed from the 
repetition of the word never. The second is formed from variations of the same word: happy 
and happiness. 
 

Discuss the answers, and unpick any misconceptions, for example: 
 

• the repetition of short function words - such as a, an, and, of, the and was within 
sentences is not considered diacope 

 
 
  

Words that work well for diacope: 
 

• are short and simple   big rather than colossal   sad rather than dejected 
• have more than one meaning  dark night   dark thoughts   sharp blade   sharp eyes 
• can be used in different forms dark   darkly   darker   darkest   darkness 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Explain that when using diacope in writing, it is preferable to select short and simple words 
for repetition: big rather than colossal, sad rather than dejected. Note the choice of short 
simple words in the above examples: white, silent, softly, sang, never and happy. 
 

Explain that, where possible it is a good idea to select words that can have multiple 
meanings and can therefore be used in multiple ways. For example, the word dark can 
imply a lack of light as in dark night or cruelty and evil as in dark thoughts; the word sharp can 
imply an edge that can cut as in sharp blade or cleverness as in sharp eyes. 
 

Remind children that we can repeat various forms of a word to create diacope: dark, 
darkly, darker, darkest, darkness. 
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  Combine diacope with epizeuxis by repeating ther epizeiuxis with or across sentences. 

 

They waded over the cold, cold river, the water soaking into their cold, cold bones. 
 

The white as white snow fell from white as white clouds onto the white as white earth below. 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Share the magic trick with the children, explaining that this is clever ways of using 
diacope that is different from the ways it is typically used. 
 

Briefly recap epizeuxis: the quick repetition of a word (with perhaps a small word 
between). 
 

Read the sentence: 
  

They waded over the cold, cold river, the water soaking into their cold, cold bones. 
 

Ask the children to underline the epizeuxis cold, cold and note that it is repeated again later 
in the sentence. This repetition of the phrase cold, cold is diacope. 
 

Read the sentence: 
 

The white as white snow fell from white as white clouds onto the white as white earth below. 
 

Ask the children to underline the epizeuxis white as white and note that it is repeated again 
later in the sentence. This repetition of the phrase white as white is diacope. 

 
 
 

 

Complete the following sentences, creating dicaope by repeating the word or phrase in 
red. You may change the form of the word. 

 
A cold wind  
 

 
Mya slowly opened 

 
 

The little old man 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Explain that the children will complete the sentences, repeating the words marked in red 
to form diacope. Remind children that they might use various forms of the word and use 
the magic trick technique. 
 

Co-construct the first sentence as a whole class, modelling the the use of diacope. A 
possible solultion for the first sentence might be: 
 

A cold wind whipped up the cold snow and drove it into the faces of the travellers who were 
frozen to their cold bones. 

 

While constructing the sentence, draw attention to places in which you are not repeating 
the word cold: “I could add cold before faces and travellers to say ‘drove it into the cold faces of the cold 
travellers’ but I think three uses of ‘cold’ is enough in this sentence.” 
 

Ask the children to complete the sentences (including their version of the first sentence). 
 

Share and discuss completed sentences, celebrating successes and unpicking 
misconceptions. 
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We are going to write a short character description using diacope.  
 

Which of the following words would work well for diacope?  
 

Circle a maximum of three. Be prepared to explain your choices.  
 

brave     considerate     confused     cruel     dishevelled     dull     enthusiastic      
 

graceful     kind     lazy     lonely     nervous     polite     popular     round     sad      
 

selfish     serious     shabby     slovenly     small     spiteful     tall     vicious     wise 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

Explain that the children will write a short description, trying to capture the essence of that 
character using diacope by repeating one carefully chosen word. They will need to 
select the word we will repeat carefully.  
 

Remind the children that words that make for good diacope will be: 
 

• short and simple 
• can be used to describe many different things 
• can take various forms by adding suffixes 

 

Explain the meaning of any words in the above word list that children may be unfamiliar 
with. 
 

Ask the children, in pairs, to discuss and circle three words that might be good choices to 
be repeated in a character description. They should be be prepared to justify their 
choices to the class. 
 

Discuss some of the choices as a class, drawing attention to the criteria for selection 
discussed earlier. 

 

 

Write a short paragraph about your character.  
 

purpose  to create a physical description of a character and to capture their personality 
 

you may write about what the character looks like 
   what the character wears 
   what the character does 
   the character’s personality 
 

challenge  1 use diacope to describe the character 
challenge 2 use various word forms in your diacope 
challenge  3 use a phrase as diacope 
challenge  4 include at least one example of epizeuxis 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

Discuss the content they might include in their character description. A brief list on the 
handouts includes: 
 

• what the character looks like: face, hair, body shape, etc. 
• what the character wears 
• what the character does: their habits, how they walk, talk, etc. 
• the character’s personality. 
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  Walk children through four challenge levels: 

 

1. the writing must use diacope by repeating of the words selected from the list 
2. the repeated word will take more than one form, through the addition of suffixes 
3. the writing will include a diacope fromed from a repeated phrase 
4. the writing will include at least one example of epizeuxis 

 

Every child should aim to at least complete challenge 1. Challenges 2 to 4 are optional, 
not in any particular order, and are not cumulative. 

 

Co-construct an example of the writing as a whole class.  
 

An example of a completed co-constructed piece is included below, which you may 
choose to use or draw upon. Examples of diacope are marked in red. 
 

Jim Large was, oddly enough a small man. He had small eyes above a small nose that barely 
protruded from his small head. He wore a dull, grey suit (which was, of course, much, much too 
small) and a tie that was pulled into a small knot. On his small feet, he wore small brown shoes 
and walked with small, shuffling steps to the small office in which he worked, writing small 
messages inside small greetings cards. 

 

The smallness of his appearance was only matched by the smallness of his thoughts. Throughout 
his small days, he thought the smallest of small thoughts, and when he fell asleep (in his small 
bed) throughout the night dreamed the smallest of small dreams. 

 

The children compose their own short pieces, including diacope, drawing upon the 
content ideas, and meeting the four challenges. 
 

Share and celebrate. 
 

 


